User taps on the ‘Compare’ link at the top of the History page

Comparing revisions

User scrolls and then taps on toolbar box with a '1' in it

User taps on selected revision

Revision is selected
First box in toolbar area is filled

Revision is deselected
First box in toolbar area is emptied

User taps on a revision

Revision is selected
Second box in toolbar area is filled

Revision is deselected
Second box in toolbar area is emptied

User taps on a second revision

Revision is selected
Second box in toolbar area is filled

Revision is deselected
Second box in toolbar area is emptied

User taps on 'compare' in toolbar

User taps on a third revision

Revision is selected
First box in toolbar area is filled

Revision is deselected
First box in toolbar area is emptied

Alert is shown explaining that only two revisions can be selected

User taps on a third revision

Revision is selected
First box in toolbar area is filled

Revision is deselected
First box in toolbar area is emptied

User scrolls and then taps on toolbar box with a '1' in it

User taps on revision

Revision is selected
First box in toolbar area is filled

Revision is deselected
First box in toolbar area is emptied

User taps on selected revision

Revision is selected
First box in toolbar area is filled

Revision is deselected
First box in toolbar area is emptied

User taps on a second revision

Revision is selected
Second box in toolbar area is filled

Revision is deselected
Second box in toolbar area is emptied

User taps on 'compare' in toolbar

User taps on a third revision

Revision is selected
First box in toolbar area is filled

Revision is deselected
First box in toolbar area is emptied

User scrolls and then taps on toolbar box with a '1' in it

User taps on revision

Revision is selected
First box in toolbar area is filled

Revision is deselected
First box in toolbar area is emptied

User taps on selected revision

Revision is selected
First box in toolbar area is filled

Revision is deselected
First box in toolbar area is emptied

User taps on a second revision

Revision is selected
Second box in toolbar area is filled

Revision is deselected
Second box in toolbar area is emptied

User taps on 'compare' in toolbar

User taps on a third revision

Revision is selected
First box in toolbar area is filled

Revision is deselected
First box in toolbar area is emptied

User scrolls and then taps on toolbar box with a '1' in it

User taps on revision

Revision is selected
First box in toolbar area is filled

Revision is deselected
First box in toolbar area is emptied

User taps on selected revision

Revision is selected
First box in toolbar area is filled

Revision is deselected
First box in toolbar area is emptied

User taps on a second revision

Revision is selected
Second box in toolbar area is filled

Revision is deselected
Second box in toolbar area is emptied

User taps on 'compare' in toolbar

User taps on a third revision

Revision is selected
First box in toolbar area is filled

Revision is deselected
First box in toolbar area is emptied

User scrolls and then taps on toolbar box with a '1' in it

User taps on revision

Revision is selected
First box in toolbar area is filled

Revision is deselected
First box in toolbar area is emptied

User taps on selected revision

Revision is selected
First box in toolbar area is filled

Revision is deselected
First box in toolbar area is emptied

User taps on a second revision

Revision is selected
Second box in toolbar area is filled

Revision is deselected
Second box in toolbar area is emptied

User taps on 'compare' in toolbar

User taps on a third revision

Revision is selected
First box in toolbar area is filled

Revision is deselected
First box in toolbar area is emptied

User scrolls and then taps on toolbar box with a '1' in it

User taps on revision

Revision is selected
First box in toolbar area is filled

Revision is deselected
First box in toolbar area is emptied

User taps on selected revision

Revision is selected
First box in toolbar area is filled

Revision is deselected
First box in toolbar area is emptied

User taps on a second revision

Revision is selected
Second box in toolbar area is filled

Revision is deselected
Second box in toolbar area is emptied

User taps on 'compare' in toolbar

User taps on a third revision

Revision is selected
First box in toolbar area is filled

Revision is deselected
First box in toolbar area is emptied

User scrolls and then taps on toolbar box with a '1' in it

User taps on revision

Revision is selected
First box in toolbar area is filled

Revision is deselected
First box in toolbar area is emptied

User taps on selected revision

Revision is selected
First box in toolbar area is filled

Revision is deselected
First box in toolbar area is emptied

User taps on a second revision

Revision is selected
Second box in toolbar area is filled

Revision is deselected
Second box in toolbar area is emptied

User taps on 'compare' in toolbar

User taps on a third revision

Revision is selected
First box in toolbar area is filled

Revision is deselected
First box in toolbar area is emptied

User scrolls and then taps on toolbar box with a '1' in it

User taps on revision

Revision is selected
First box in toolbar area is filled

Revision is deselected
First box in toolbar area is emptied

User taps on selected revision

Revision is selected
First box in toolbar area is filled

Revision is deselected
First box in toolbar area is emptied

User taps on a second revision

Revision is selected
Second box in toolbar area is filled

Revision is deselected
Second box in toolbar area is emptied

User taps on 'compare' in toolbar

User taps on a third revision

Revision is selected
First box in toolbar area is filled

Revision is deselected
First box in toolbar area is emptied

User scrolls and then taps on toolbar box with a '1' in it

User taps on revision

Revision is selected
First box in toolbar area is filled

Revision is deselected
First box in toolbar area is emptied

User taps on selected revision

Revision is selected
First box in toolbar area is filled

Revision is deselected
First box in toolbar area is emptied

User taps on a second revision

Revision is selected
Second box in toolbar area is filled

Revision is deselected
Second box in toolbar area is emptied

User clicks on 'Diff' link

User is navigated to 'Diff' page for the two selected revisions